
DTS Cockpit - THE security operations platform
Do you have an overview of your security solutions and real visibility into your IT landscape? Do you have a real understanding of your IT security situation? Can you respond to  
IT security emergencies in a time-critical and targeted manner? Decentralized best of breed isolated solutions do not meet these requirements. See, understand and act as all in one - 
this is the only way state-of-the-art cyber security works.

We offer complete security operations, in an exceptional combination of platform and 24/7 service. DTS Cockpit bundles and orchestrates your existing security solutions, regardless 
of vendor, makes your IT security landscape entirely transparent and enables centralized, direct actions - all monitored, analyzed and controlled around the clock by the top experts in 
the DTS Security Operations Center (SOC). In addition, we continuously identify security gaps in our Continuous Offensive Security Service add-on, which is unique in the industry, and 
continuously develop your security level with clear roadmaps.

Move away from passive, decentralized data collection to active, centralized visibility and control. SEE, UNDERSTAND and REALLY ACT with us - From the medium-sized business for the 
medium-sized business and „Made by DTS“!



• 24/7 security operations as a managed service

 n
 Central security operations platform - everything at a glance

 n
 Vendor-independent bundling of your security solution

 n
 Real security operations experts - in action around the clock

• See: complete transparency & unified database

• Understand: proactive threat identification & analysis by the DTS SOC

• Act: time-critical, direct actions through integrated data managers &
 the DTS SOC 

• ARP-GUARD as DTS own NAC solution included in the service

• Continuous Offensive Security Service as an added value unique in the
 industry

 n
 Payable, individual testing modules for continuous vulnerability 

  scanning

 n
 Long-term roadmap & recommendations for improvement

• Cyber security as a process: long-term, continuous development of the 
 security level

• Cost-attractive compensation of missing resources for own security 
 operations

• Easy to Pay & Easy to Use

• EU-DSGVO compliant provided

An aircraft needs functioning technologies, an experienced crew and 
a higher-level air traffic control system to fulfill its purpose and ensure 
smooth operations. Ultimately, however, everything comes together in 
the cockpit as the control and command center. As an IT security software 
vendor with many years of experience, we have taken this approach to 
develop the special DTS Cockpit platform and deliver it via a managed 
service - Easy to Pay & Easy to Use.

Our security operations platform combines the „data collector“ and 
„data manager“ components in a single system. A data collector collects 
security information, analyzes it and generates alerts. A data manager, on 
the other hand, can actively control and execute targeted actions within 
the IT environment. By combining these aspects, we have developed a 
collaborative IT security architecture. The result is data collection and 
management on a central platform, with unified database, orchestration 
and control. DTS Cockpit detects anomalies as well as incidents and 
enables immediate, targeted action.
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Machine learning or AI and automation are as much a part of DTS Cockpit 
as real, physical, top professional DTS SOC experts. We have found the 
best possible mix to ensure 24/7 Managed Detection & Response of 
the highest quality at a total of four European locations. Through this 
perfect coordination and their consistent attack identification, analysis 
and response, you benefit several times: We relieve you of administration 
as well as your own round-the-clock SOC operation, provide you not 
only with simple readiness but also the highest level of know-how and 
understanding, prevent attacks through immediate action and you can 
concentrate on your core business.

DTS Cockpit enables the connection of all current security solutions as a 
data collector, independent of vendor and merges their data into complete 
security information. In addition, world-leading security technologies, 
including those in the areas of firewall, end-point protection, device 
hygiene, e-mail security or network access control (NAC) can be used as 
data managers for central, active action. ARP-GUARD NAC, also developed 
by us, is already included in the service for optimal visibility and interaction 
in the network. An overview of the integration options can be found below.

We offer „See. Understand. Act.“ in a special service: Your security 
architecture bundled on a central platform, vendor-independent fusion 
and orchestration of leading data collectors & managers, complete 
transparency, deep IT security understanding, direct actions and control, 
first-class and certified 24/7 SOC, ARP-GUARD NAC included in the service, 
all as a managed service. Thus, on the one hand, we enable reduced 
complexity through „everything at a glance“. Furthermore, we create a 
cost-attractive compensation for the lack of resources to operate your own 
24/7 security operations. In addition, we improve the ROI of your security 
landscape - „ready for take-off“ with the DTS Cockpit!
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Continuous Offensive Security Service
As an industry-wide unique add-on, we also enable the „Continuous 
Offensive Security Service“ in our DTS Cockpit. Other providers only offer 
one-off solutions or analyses. We go several steps further and understand 
cyber security as a continuous process.

In the additional service, we conduct a regular IT security assessment at 
your site by simulating real cyberattacks and test your security architecture 
- in small sections and individually customized to the environment. On the 
one hand, this gives us an accurate picture of your security landscape in 
terms of visibility, responsiveness and system vulnerabilities. And, we have 
an in-depth knowledge of cyber attacks and, based on the results, work 
with you constantly to improve the level of security.

This constant evolution, with clear roadmaps and transparent progress, 
provides you with exceptional added value. We are firmly convinced that 
only integrated platforms, services and processes can deliver the highest 
level of IT security in the long term.


